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Abstract: The ceaselessly developing request for power in this world privileges a productive and dependable framework of 

energy sources. Disseminated energy assets such as wind-based energy and solar-based energy can remain shared inside a 

smart grid to source energy to the utilizers in a feasible way. In arranging to safeguard the extra dependable and conservative 

energy source, the battery-operated capacity system is coordinated inside the smart grid. In this objective, the operational 

cost of smart grid is decreased by financial planning in view of the ideal estimate of the battery-operated system and the 

period of battery procedure. Hence, the actual period battery procedure cost is modelled in view of the perceptiveness of 

release individually in the time interim. In addition, the anticipated economic planning with battery-operated measuring is 

improved by using the Fire-Fly algorithm (FFA). The adequacy of FFA is associated through other metaheuristic strategies 

in relations of execution estimation files, which remain price of power also misfortune of power supply possibility. The 

proposed method results show that this method diminishes the price of the grid and also achieves the optimum estimate of 

the battery-operating to the smart grid. 
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1. Introduction 

 Within the previous few periods, the creation is sighted an exceptional rise in its people with the resulting 

ensuing intemperate power-supply request, together of which is the most functioning features behind worldwide 

heating in addition carbon emanations. Tragically, we are immobile, stubbornly dependent on utilization of relic 

powers which unexpectedly are still acting as the main part in providing energy used for power production and 

transference framework. In any case, continual and unavoidable consumption of relic fuel capital within a long 

time has placed a genuine burden on the administrations and energy business visionaries to be mindful sufficient 

to transfer near renewal of energy through RES [1]. Conservatory gas outflow is decreased by supplanting relic 

energies by renewable energy and mains to a development within the mechanical segment. In any case, the 

discontinuous landscape of RES is obstructing the solidity of  control scheme within the financial intellect of the 

term, consequently, proficiently measured strategies take ended up the arranging of  day time to overwhelmed 

the problems of electrical energy disorders, frequency controls, organize safety amid the high entrance of the 

RES to reach the developing request of the residents at expansive [2]. Smart grids have emerged as a platform 

for integrating components such as fuel cell (FC), microturbine (MT), wind turbine (WT), solar photovoltaic 

(PV) boards, and energy storage system (ESS) inside a framework to boost interest in the efficacy network in a 

more methodical and reasonable framework. Smart grids can be operated in a straight forward manner, 

depending on the stack conditions and power showcase cost [3] [4], allowing the remaining control framework 

issues of soundness, unwavering quality, and request reaction to be resolved. 

 Since of the restricted scope of efficacy grid, the smart grid method is a supplementary aiming for power 

stability as related to the grid related method. Subsequently, dependable power sources like synchronous 
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generators in addition to vitality storing are the significant components towards direct electrical energy and 

frequency move forward to the permanency of the structure [5] [6]. For a long time, ESS has been a critical 

component of the smart grid. The voltage and frequency control can be completed through ESS within the 

nonappearance synchronous generators. Furthermore, power changes initiated via the RES container are reduced 

in ESS. Furthermore, ESS is capable of storing vitality during the stages of large power generation and 

discharging it once the stack exceeds power generation size. ESS with a high vitality concentration and a long 

release time are used to meet the demands of commercial energy celerity and crest shaving. On the other hand, 

huge power mass ESS by a quick reaction ability is utilized for the electrical energy control and frequency 

parameter requests [7] [8]. Battery energy storing schemes are most suitable for power structure submissions 

due to the direction of their specialized profits and capacity towards supplying the power and energy 

concentration. In arranging to safeguard the unwavering quality, safety and financial reimbursements of the 

smart grid, discovering an ideal measure related to BESS is exceptionally necessary. Aside from an ideal battery 

measure, financial planning is also important for country charge plans in small towns where the electrical 

network is not accessible. The procedure and planning of BESS has been tended to by numerous analysts, but 

then the plan and estimation of its optimum measure in the direction of realizing a price effective scheme by 

least controlling losses is still in advance. The energy storing estimate is decided aimed at the frequency 

direction facilities in smart grid. The over-burdening representative of BESS is executed used for a brief time 

period toward control frequency, coming about in a fast reaction of the battery to overwhelm a power 

divergence [9]. A stack shedding conspires to determine an ideal battery estimate. The developed strategy was 

completed using a meta heuristic optimization procedure to expert the frequency and reduce the smart grid's 

working fetched [10].  

 A normal load and renewable source information has been measured for BESS measuring in the direction 

of decreasing the entire cost and increasing the financial assistance of the smart grid [11]. The impact of 

instability of renewable sources on BESS and planning of DER are improved through this current method. A 

multi objective optimization issue for the ideal area and measuring BESS is measured in [12] intended for the 

reason of voltage regulator of the smart grid. Total distribution system losses, aside from the BESS fixing price, 

are reduced, as is the speculation price of DER (Distributed energy resources). The electrical energy profiles 

conveyance arrangement was moved forward and the battery-operated lifetime was expanded, in this manner 

sparing the substitution price. The accuracy list recognized as loss of load desire is considered in [13] It makes a 

difference to reducing the smart grid working charge through optimizing the battery-operated estimation [14]. 

The financial profits of the smart grid are defended by giving power after ESS to neighbourhood loads at a 

lower cost among the crest stages and monitoring intemperate power generations [15]. For a successful battery-

operated measuring, the time of use duty and bidirectional energy exchange through the grid have been 

considered [16]. In any case, the benefit of introducing BESS is diminished by the rise in duty [17]. A mixture 

method containing a heuristic and expository optimization is anticipated in [18] to design the charge and release 

sequence of BESS in smart grid. The energetic reaction remains actualized beneath a genuine period estimating 

plan to preserve and adjust among the source and request within smart grid and BESS. The outcomes explain the 

viable support of BESS in financial planning of the smart grid. The vulnerabilities of load, in addition to 

renewable energy generation, are alleviated by smart grid planning in such a way that BESS provides turning 

saves benefit [19]. The developed discretion stage change strategy holds the turning save requirement on the 

way to get an adjusted trade-off between procedure cost and unwavering quality of the smart grid. The energy 

planning and the price decreasing strategy in an actual time power estimating atmosphere are shown in [20]. In 

view of the time to diverse renewable source information for the summer and winter seasons, the source stream 

remains facilitated in show prescient regulator basis. 

 The real time power estimate to play down the cost utilization through lower and higher request seasons. 

n a smart network environment, the estimating instrument below to fixed rate and period of utilization and 

actual time estimating are linked. The lifetime of the battery is a fundamental calculation in calculating the 

annualized fetch of BESS and the cost of operating the smart grid [21]. The period of the battery is influenced 

by two fundamental components, specifically, the life cycle expressing the quantity of charge and release cycles. 

BESS can support the profundity of release to the sum of volume utilized by BESS [22]. A modern method has 

been cast towards planning energy properties within smart grid in view of optimum battery-operated size [23]. 
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The addition of energy storage within a smart grid raises investment costs while decreasing the framework's 

operating charge. Additionally, the optimum estimate of the battery-operated drags out the period of the capacity 

structure and it is altogether influenced by depth of discharge (DOD). In explore, smart grid is consolidated by 

renewable source energy and the optimum size of energy stores to make the best use of the financial advantage 

and reduce the operative cost [24]. Hence, the fire-fly procedure is measured to achieve the optimum dispatch 

which reduces the generating cost. The objective of this work is to define the battery-operated cost condition for 

real period investigation in view of the depth of discharge at each period interim. Furthermore, this study 

suggests that the battery-operated working cost in depth of discharge (DOD) period, and thus optimum DOD, 

entices out the lifetime of BESS [25]. The viability of the developed technique has been confirmed by relating it 

through additional methods anticipated within the works. The anticipated strategy is geared toward achieving 

lower operating costs, barring a power source failure for a brief period of time [26]. 

2. Integrated grid system 

 An isolated grid structure covers three sub arrangements power request, power generation and power 

conveyance scheme. These subsystems primarily affect the cost of the smart grid structure [27]. They remain 

subordinate to scheduled climate situations and the customer facilities. This segment shows the control and price 

representations for wind based, solar based, and vitality storing as the DERs of the power generating sub 

scheme, load outline of housing region as the request sub scheme and smart grid itself stands designed as per the 

power supply sub scheme [28]. The amalgamation of dissimilar RESs progresses the procedure proficiency and 

decreases the prerequisites of source capacity as associated with it. The schematic diagram of the smart grid 

framework covering the three systems is revealed in figure 1. 

2.1. Model of a wind turbine  

The power of a wind turbine (WT) is determined by the power as work of the hourly wind speed [12], 

[29]. The connection between the production power and the speed is specified through the relationship as 

follows. 

 

The amount of power dispersed in a wind turbine during a specific day time is the control forwarded 

and the wind turbine's starting rate. The investment recuperation factor calculates the display esteem used for a 

24-hour examination, taking into account the intriguing amount and the anticipated period of contemplation. 

 

 

2.2. Solar photo voltaic model (SPV) 

The power considered through solar based photovoltaic array is subordinate to the solar irradiation and 

the ambient temperature at 60 minutes. The SPV power is taken through [24], [30].  

 

The cost of power transmitted by a solar-powered photovoltaic system is secondary to the primary cost 

and power output, which are described in the following equation. 
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2.3. Battery energy storage (BES) 

The BESS in a smart grid is utilized to maintain a strategic distance from the least power divergence 

between the request and generating power [31]. The selection of various battery energy storing units, each with 

distinct power and energy characteristics, is based on the nature of the control required and the power conveyed. 

Lithium ion batteries utilized in this objective work as they remain right now basically utilized for putting away 

wind and solar powered vitality in the direction of its higher energy viscosity between additional battery 

technologies, extended lifecycle and higher productivity [32]. The increase in discharge power is caused by 

decreasing the size of the energy capacity and increasing the origin depth of discharge. In any case, the 

persistent release of high power from the vitality storage at the most extreme depth of discharge increments the 

charge of the energy stored towards the greatest rate [33]. Equation (6) defines the charging-discharging battery-

operated at any time period as a work of battery power. The following equations depict the life cycle of a 

lithium-ion battery-powered device as determined by [34] the cost function of battery capacity during charge 

and discharge events. 

 

 

 

 

3. Management of power strategy 

 The management of power strategy methodology of the smart grid has a direct effect on the operational 

behaviour of the arrangement, regardless of whether it is connected to the grid or not. However, in the 

separated method, the power generated after the conveyed properties must meet the load request for a safe and 

dependable procedure, or else the structure will encounter load coming off, which can increase the cost in span 

of power misfortunes [35].The additional energy afterwards charging is disseminated into dump load to 

maintain a strategic overpricing of batteries [36]. In this way, a proficient power administration methodology is 

essential to expedite the power at the least price to dependably help the load in view of the specialized 

constrictions of the smart grid and for the management of power strategy for financial planning [37]. 

Renewable energy sources can supply adequate vitality to reach the load request and the battery is charged 

through overabundance of energy [38]. This situation is analogous to the overhead situation, with the exception 

that the battery-operated system is fully charged, and an additional source generated through renewable energy 

is distributed as dump load. RE assets can not fulfil the specified load of the structure [39]. The procedure will 

choose the battery dependent on the specified load and price amassed in dual disseminated sources. The RES 

generation helps the specified load and depth of discharge of battery capacity is low [40]. 

3.1. Tariff of electricity 

The cost of power is considered as a marker of the financial productivity of a smart grid taken from the 

below equation. 
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The cost of electricity is divided between the power generation resources and load intended for the day-

and-night (24) investigation, the energy storage (CBATT), wind turbine (CWT), and solar photovoltaic (CPV), 

and the overall load of the day. 

3.2. Reliability study 

The reliability of smart grid is restrained by the measurable constraint to the cost of power supply. The 

reliability constraint means the possibility over the period skyline after the generation comes up short to fulfil 

the request. This dereliction is either due to the inappropriate planning of the disseminated energy assets, quick 

droplet in renewable energy or else increment in power request loss of power supply probability (LPSP) can be 

considered through either utilizing period arrangement information or in deciding energy aggregate impact over 

the entire load. A new method has been utilized in this objective, as appears in the following equations. 

 

3.3. Energy storage system constraints  

The battery-operated charging and discharging energy are communicated in Equation (12). When Pbatt 

is negative, the battery is charging; when Pbatt is positive, the battery discharges. 

 

 

 

 

 

●  is the operating status of battery charge and discharge. 

●  and are maximum and minimum power battery charge and discharge. 

●  and  are minimum and maximum battery capacity at each interval. 

 

3.4. Power stability 

The essential parameter within the power system stability of request and supply is considered from the 

below equation. 
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Table 1.  Wind turbine parameters 

Parameters of 

components 

Value 

Initial capital cost 2000 ($/kW) 

Rated power 37 (kW) 

Rated speed 7 (m/s) 

Cut out speed 16 (m/s) 

Cut in speed 2.5 (m/s) 

Lifetime 10 (years) 

 

Table 2.  Solar PV parameters 

Parameters of 

components 

Value 

Initial capital cost 3000 ($/kW) 

Rated power 68 (kW) 

Lifetime 10 (years) 

 

Table 3.  Energy storage parameters. 

Parameters of 

components 

Value 

Initial capital cost 625 ($/kWh) 

Initial SOC 75 (%) 

Round trip efficiency 90 (%) 

SOC batt
max 90 (%) 

SOC batt
min 15 (%) 

Maintenance cost 25 ($/kWh)/year 

P batt
max 25 (kW) 

P batt
min 10 (kW) 

Lifetime 3 (years) 

 

4. Proposed method  

 The planned strategy computes the ideal battery-operated measure and completes economic planning of the 

conveyed generators for each load request each 60 minutes. The economic planning is dependent on the power 

management methodologies investigated and is comparable to the conservative strategy when there is an 

excess of energy by the RES than that required by loads, as per power management techniques. In any case, 

after the load power is more prominent than RES generation, the new algorithm determines production of the 

power after the energy loading. The algorithm is based on the depth of release of the energy storing, which 

influences the operational cost of capacity peruses DOD esteem at the beginning of the interim, after that, 

changes cost purpose. The developed optimization algorithm reports the optimum power on or after energy 

storage, based on the price conditions of individual dispersed power properties and load request at the specific 

60-minute interval. In this configuration, the battery DOD is higher, which may be the cause of the power 

source mishap amid the 60-minute period, when the battery is required to expedite control. The battery-

operated SOC is calculated at the end of each 60-minute period, after which the algorithm decides whether to 

charge or discharge the battery. The battery-operated optimum measure is premeditated for the characterized 

techniques so that the price is least for planning of power sources, which can decrease the general cost of a 

smart grid. 
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4.1. Fire-Fly Algorithm-FFA (Procedure) 

The fire-fly algorithm (FA) investigates the communal behaviour of flies also is proportional to 

additional meta-heuristic procedures. The calculation was initially created by Yang [41], founded on three 

fundamental thoughts, 

1)  The fire-flies pull in their coupling partners. 

2)  The positive fire-fly gets pulled in in the direction of brighter fireflies. 

3)  If the firefly cannot discover brighter fireflies, at that point it'll move arbitrarily within the looking 

space. 

Similar additional optimization methods such as PSO and harmony search algorithm (HSA) artificial bee 

colony (ABC), are created on the populace of exploration space, FFA is additionally a populace grounded 

optimization algorithm. In any case, FFA is recognized after the other optimization methods through altering the 

constraints, like having small reliance on calculation also suitably recognizing exploration space. 

4.2. Division between fireflies 

The separate among two coupling fire-flies in the exploration space is planned as direction procedure 

made in Cartesian system among ith and jth fire-fly considered through the equation 

 

here r is separate among two fire-flies, S is measurement of control direction, Yi,D/Yj, D are the Dth dimensions 

of Yi/Yj fire-flies correspondingly. 

4.3. Fascination among fire-fly 

The fascination of the fire-flies diminishes when two coupling fire-flies transfers in inverse path and 

the division among them increments. The fascination of flies can be characterized in the after appearance by the 

following equation. 

 

Here β(r) and β0 shows to the engaging quality at which fire-flies are at length r and 0. 

 γ is coefficient of light ingested through fire-flies and m is the quantity of fire-flies. 

4.4. Development of the fireflies 

The fireflies transfer in the direction of brighter fire-flies. The development of the two fire-flies, jth fire-

fly (low concentrated) in the direction of the ith fire-fly (high concentrated) is specified by numerical equation. 

 

 

The primary expression of the Equation (20) shows the location of jth fire-fly. The secondary 

expressions denote concentrated of brightness through the jth fire-fly is drawn towards ith firefly. In any case, 

final expression vj expresses to the development of jth fire-fly within the whole exploration space after it cannot 

discovery fire-flies through additional concentrated. The accidental limit δ could be a steady esteem within the 

run of 0–0.5. 
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5. Results  

 
Figure 4. Load and renewable energy 

 

The figure 4 above shows a typical load profile of a small private zone where the top load has been 

considered in this section. The smart grid load outline and RES graphs are shown. The load request at maximum 

occurrences is more than the collective of wind-based and solar-based power generations. 

 
Figure 5. Photovoltaic and wind energy 

 

The above figure 5 shows the generation of two renewable energy sources per day. One is wind and the 

another is solar photovoltaic system (SPV). Wind energy shows continuous generation of power during the day 

and will be constant in generation according to wind speed, whereas solar photovoltaic (SPV) generation is only 

during the day with an approximate time of 6am to 7pm (6-19 in 24-hours) and the maximum generation will be 

in peak time such as 11am to 3pm (11-15 in 24 hours). 

 
Figure 6. Battery charging and discharging analysis 
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The above figure 6 shows the analysis of battery charging and discharging in a day (24 hrs). In this the 

consideration is positive and negative, which means discharging and storing. The negative side means the 

battery is in storing or charging mode whereas the positive side is discharging of power. From the above graph it 

shows the maximum time is to discharge only because of load demand request. Typically, to keep a strategic 

distance from the total release of the battery-powered storing in one intermission, the battery can be used 

throughout critical time periods. 

 

Figure 7. Renewable energy sources with battery 

 

The above figure 7 shows the graphs with all three types of energy sources, whereas renewable energy 

can’t fulfil the load demand, so with the help of different sources like solar, wind and with battery systems it can 

satisfy the request of load demand. 

 

 
Figure 8. Operation with all sources with smart grid 

 

The above figure 8 shows the generation of power with the load in This shows that the load demand is 

greater, so consider solar and wind power, as well as additional batteries, to meet the requirement. The load 

profile is considered to be around 165Kw. For efficiency and low cost, the entire operation is carried out in a 

smart grid. This helps to utilize all resources with less loss. The distribution will be in an easy manner in a smart 

grid system. 
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Figure 9. Operating cost and scheduling cost 

The above figure 9 shows the operating cost and scheduling cost of the battery whereas battery capacity 

is considered to be between 100- 250 kWh. The operating cost will rise as battery capacity increases because the 

starting OC is less than 100 kWh, and it rises as battery capacity increases. After a certain point in battery size 

capacity, the scheduling cost (SC) decreases and becomes constant. It means SC is more for smaller size 

capacities. And decreases for higher size battery capacities. Total cost per day (TCPD) will continue to rise as 

battery capacity increases; TCPD is directly proportional to battery capacity. 

 

Figure 10. Status of battery of depth of discharge in case 1 and 2 

The above figure 10 shows the depth of discharge (DOD) of the battery in two cases with and without 

adding 100kWh. The depth of discharge is increased in Case 2 by adding, and equal it increases the battery-

operated and power while charging the battery; the battery should release in these occurrences in the direction of 

evade load detaching. The DOD values these occurrences increases and battery-powered releases regardless of 

the higher cost. The basic 24 hrs are measured as individual hours after renewable vitality sources working 

together can not reach the load request. Despite the higher cost of battery capacity, it releases power in the 

direction of satisfying load demand, resulting in the battery not being completely drained and avoiding profound 

releases, which extends the battery lifecycle time.  
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Figure 11. Comparison status of depth of discharge with other algorithms 

The above figure 11 shows the comparison status for depth of discharge with different algorithms such 

as particle swarm optimization (PSO), Harmony search algorithm (HSA), and Artificial bee colony (ABC) with 

the proposed method Firefly algorithm (FFA). The proposed method is useful to resolve the economic load 

dispatch and battery-operated size. The life expectancy of the battery is additionally expanded when optimum 

the estimate is chosen for economic scheduling saving cost of supplanting BESS. 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Comparison status of scheduling cost with other algorithms 

 

The above figure 12 shows the comparison of scheduling cost with other algorithms such as particle 

swarm optimization (PSO), Harmony search algorithm (HSA), and Artificial bee colony (ABC) with the 

proposed method Firefly algorithm (FFA). The proposed method results show the firefly algorithm (FFA) 

having less scheduling cost with other algorithms. 

6. Conclusion 

As more vitality sources are anticipated to be directed toward operating renewable sources, financial 

and battery-powered sizing perspectives of energy storing within the smart grid should be considered to ensure a 

consistent benefit. The important feature of a smart grid is its ability to use low-cost renewable energy sources. 

The unique quality of the developed strategy is to charge the battery after the depth of discharge is higher. 

Therefore, the battery-operated isn't drained during the basic 60 minutes. Fire-fly optimization calculation is 

executed to unravel the financial celerity and the battery measuring issue. The proposed method is useful to 
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solve the economic load dispatch and battery-operated size. The discharge comparison results show that the 

battery releasing cost of FFA is the least of all the other methods, and the results show that FFA is capable of 

constraining battery DOD near a short esteem towards lowering the battery operative price. The planning cost 

for every 60 minutes in 24 hours investigation with a battery-operating estimate of 145kWh is associated with 

other algorithms. The scheduling cost results show the comparison with other algorithms which are lower and 

which diminish the normal working cost. 
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